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TORNADO
THAT FITS
IN YOUR
POCKET

NEW 3DS

Nintendo has added a
control stick and extra
shoulder buttons, but it’s
the improved 3D and better
performance that really mark
this new 3DS handheld out
as something a bit special.
£150; nintendo.co.uk

a p p s o f
t h e w e e k

GLOWING COAT

The Visijax Commuter Jacket
keeps cyclists safe at night. By
lifting an arm to signal a turn,
you will cause the jacket’s
motion-sensitive LED lights
to flash like amber left/right
indicators on a car.
£100; halfords.com

SPEEDO WATCH

Hands up who needs a watch
with a mechanical speedo?
Nobody. But Breva’s Génie
03 Speedmeter is very cool:
tiny spinning cups measure
windspeed – thus the speed
of your boat/convertible.
£35,585; breva-watch.com

MACGYVER
CHIC

The world’s manliest bracelet?
Leatherman’s Tread Multi-tool
packs 25 tools into a
wristband, including a glass
breaker and a wrench.
£130 (due autumn);
leatherman.com

Marco
Polo

You can now locate
your iPhone using the
sound of your own
voice. Shout “Marco!”
(or any word you care
to programme in)
and your phone
shouts “Polo!” back.
Mishaps are fun. 79p;
findmarcopolo.com

Hassle.
com

As in, this app solves
the hassle of cleaning
up after yourself.
It’ll match you with
a verified Mrs Mop.
And it’s ethical; the
cleaner gets the
money – not a yuppie
in a Barrett mansion.
Free; hassle.com

words: tom bailey

In the future, when we’re all flying spaceships into the sun, we won’t need smartphones because
we’ll have been microchipped at birth. But in the meantime, it’s worth noting that Britain – not China
or the US – has invented the world’s slimmest smartphone. Kazam’s 348 Tornado (holder of the
Guinness World Record, y’know) is barely thicker than an After Eight. Precision-engineered from
aluminium and £300 cheaper than an iPhone, futuristic features include gesture controls, a year’s
free screen replacement and ‘Rescue’, which lets Kazam remotely fix your device. It’s enough to bring
a tear to Isambard Kingdom Brunel’s eye. £250; kazam.mobi

